M502 GREASE

M502 Grease is a special moly, heavy duty, extreme pressure, multi-purpose grease proven to be outstanding for chassis and bearing lubrication in trucks, tractors, automobiles, and industrial and construction equipment. It is designed to give superior lubrication over a very wide range of conditions. The combines effects of moly and other extreme pressure agents give reduced wear and increased lead carrying capabilities. M502 Grease holds up where conventional multipurpose greases fail.

* CONTAINS MOLYBDENUM DISULFIDE
* SUPERIOR EXTREME PRESSURE PERFORMANCE
* REDUCES WEAR
* HIGHLY WATER RESISTANT
* WIDE OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE (-30°F. TO 300°F.)
* OUTSTANDING RUST AND OXIDATION RESISTANCE

M502 Grease gives you one grease for most applications, so it helps you reduce grease inventories while improving overall lubrication. Provides superior performance in a wide range of applications including:

* Ball & Roller Bearings
* Sliding Surfaces
* Construction Equipment
* Farm Equipment
* Off Road Equipment
* Industrial Equipment

* Wheel Bearings
* Busses
* Automobiles
* Chassis
* Sleeve Bearings

PACKAGING: 400 Lb. Drums 120 Lb. Kegs 45 Lb. Pails Cartridges